Our profile

THE POWER
TO PERFORM

OPTIMISED PERFORMANCE THROUGH
INTELLIGENT GOVERNANCE
EncompaaS is a
SaaS compliance
platform that delivers
intelligent, automated
governance across
all your on-premises
content repositories,
cloud repositories
and cloud application
services. EncompaaS
will allow you to
better understand and
manage your enterprise
content, adopt new
cloud solutions rapidly,
support innovation
without risk, and
make critical business
decisions compliantly.

THE DATA GOVERNANCE
CHALLENGE
With the exponential growth
of digitally-originated content
and the increase in regulatory
requirements, organisations
are struggling to keep up. More
frequent audits by regulators
and watchdogs and more
intensive investigations by
special enquiries (including
royal commissions) mean the
dangers of non-compliance
are acute. The serving out
of huge penalties and the

damage caused to corporate
reputation and brand trust
can be dramatic. Even less
serious breaches can be a
significant distraction to the
organisation. This has forced
boards and CEOs to focus on
effective governance across
the enterprise.

HOW WE MEET
THE CHALLENGE
By connecting to
enterprise content
repositories EncompaaS
analyses the information
within and enriches
information sources
with machine learning
and AI capabilities.

EncompaaS visualises your
content’s patterns and themes
enabling you to gain a more
immediate understanding of
its true significance. Armed
with this clearer insight,
you will be able to manage
all your enterprise content
compliantly, migrate it to new
digital workplace software
as required, and to retire it in
accordance with legislation
and corporate policy.
EncompaaS manages content
with rules and policies so that
users don’t have to. End users
can use whatever application
is best suited to their roles
and EncompaaS manages the
content they create behind

the scenes, automatically.
Never getting in the
way of staff doing their
jobs, EncompaaS:
• Facilitates secure,
enterprise-wide information
visibility, with modern
federated search

against misconduct, and to
discern emerging patterns
of change in the business
• Offers productivity tools
such as bots and proactive
helpers to guide staff
towards insights that can
help to complete tasks
more quickly or re-use IP

• Provides a platform to
• Automates compliance
analyse and visualise
with modern techniques
corporate information
such as equivalence and,
performance against policies
when content can’t be
easily classified, enriching
• Removes all obligation
services with machine
from business users,
learning and AI
providing centralised ‘back
office’ management
• Enhances the executive
insight needed to protect

• Enables real-time reporting
for data management,
helping to identify

emerging business
trends and compliance
areas requiring focus
• Provides a strategy for the
legacy application landscape
that facilitates the detection
of redundant, obsolete
and trivial data, duplicate
management and central
execution approaches – and
ensures their retirement
We help organisations
to leverage enterprise
compliance itself as a vital
backbone for the structure
that supports teams tasked to
achieve vital business goals
and to deliver growth.

OUR CORE INNOVATION AND DIFFERENTIATION?
WE TURN COMPLIANCE INTO YOUR
BIGGEST ADVANTAGE.
We view compliance
as the critical enabler
for all key digital
transformation
strategies – and we
formed EncompaaS
to make it happen.
We make it possible
to see where current
and future risk
exists, to manage it
transparently and report
to stakeholders how the
organisation is tracking.

This is an approach unlike
any other, brought to
market internationally by
leading professionals with
expert domain knowledge
and relationships in
regulated sectors.
1. We have architected a
purpose-driven enterprise
governance solution from
scratch. Most competitors
have approached this goal
by plugging a records
management gap in
SharePoint, limiting their
architecture and design to
that construct. EncompaaS
connects to any business
system on-premise or in the
cloud, using machine learning
and AI to process, analyse,

visualise, enrich, manage,
leverage and dispose of
content and information.

content – a process which is
not practical to administer
at scale.

2. Using levers such as
equivalency, metadata
enrichment and machine
learning capabilities,
EncompaaS rapidly overlays
understanding and automates
compliance with high
confidence. With a visual
policy canvas and simulator
guiding administrators
through the process, we’ve
moved beyond traditional
solutions that are overly
reliant on highly complex
rules-based models, which are
difficult to understand or alter
and often require the manual
classification of inherited

3. EncompaaS has been
architected as a platform
that enables connectors
to be developed by our
engineering team, our valued
and trusted technology and
implementation partners
and our customers. Our
Connector Framework
manages quality and an
app marketplace facilitates
the ready availability of
enhanced solutions to
regulated organisations.
4. Our deep domain
knowledge of Micro
Focus Content Manager

and regulated sectors
internationally such as
Government, Banking and
Financial Services and
Pharmaceutical enterprises
delivers targeted solutions
and an enriched roadmap
for customers. As experts
in regulated industries, our
international team uniquely
understands the problems
we are solving. We have
architected a solution that
meets those needs now
and offers a roadmap that
will continue to extend
value and add products to
that portfolio as customer
requirements evolve.

DE-RISK YOUR DIGITAL STRATEGY

Your digital workplace
strategy is evolving, and
you need to adopt cloud
services. However, you
also need to leverage
your investment in your
on-premises platforms.
To be successful you’ll
need to operate in a
hybrid environment,
allowing you to create
and manage content
on-premises and in
the cloud seamlessly,
securely and in
accordance with your
governance obligations.

By enabling fully automated,
transparent governance across
cloud services and on-premises
data repositories, EncompaaS
builds a governance bridge
from your on-premises world
to the cloud, ensuring adoption
of cloud services meets all
your regulatory requirements.
EncompaaS allows you to
undertake your transition to the
digital workplace quickly, safely
and – above all – compliantly,
bringing all the benefits of
enhanced productivity into the
here and now.

Adopt compliantly:

ENCOMPAAS IN ACTION

CONNECT
Connecting to your
content — wherever
it lives.
Utilising our connector
framework, EncompaaS
connects to on-premises and
cloud-based repositories to
deliver universal compliance.

ANALYSE, VISUALISE &
ENRICH
Analyse your content
to understand its
true value.
EncompaaS gains in-depth
insight into your content to
help you make the changes you
need to reduce risk and speed
up digital workplace adoption.

MANAGE
Take full control over
your content
Now you know what your
information looks like you
can confidently manage
it and trust software, not
people, to manage your
compliance obligations
automatically. Lifecycle
policies monitor and detect
change over time, ultimately
retaining, transitioning and
retiring content to your
exact requirements.

MIGRATE
Mobilise your content
Move content from onpremises to your new digital
desktop seamlessly and
securely at your own pace —

folder by folder, department by
department. Bring redundant,
obsolete and trivial content
under control and retire legacy
silos and repositories that are
no longer active.

LEVERAGE
Enhance data value
and capability for your
business teams
EncompaaS leverages Artificial
Intelligence and Machine
Learning services to enrich
content across the enterprise,
creating and delivering
greater data value to business
functions and supporting
improved decision making.

New emerging capabilities
such as Bots provide proactive
guidance, enhance business
activities and develop new
improved ways for business
processes to be delivered to
the end user.

ENCOMPAAS ECOSYSTEM

EncompaaS has an
ecosystem of Apps that
support industry specific
requirements such as
GDPR, FDA, AML and KYC.
Subject matter experts can
utilise EncompaaS as an
app development platform
to continue to deliver new
business-focused solutions.

As new services come to
market EncompaaS can rapidly
and safely deploy them for
immediate consumption.
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